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Outline

• A Canadian Reliability Regulatory Framework
• The OEB’s current and future role in electric 

reliability
• Partners in International Electric Reliability

– Involvement with NERC 
– Involvement with FERC
– Involvement with NPCC
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Canadian electricity regulation has a different history

• Provincial jurisdiction
• History of provincial control and ownership

– Reliance on utilities to act in the public interest
– Regulators set rates

• Restructuring changed some things (in some 
provinces),
– Increased role for regulatory oversight

• But public interest element of utilities remains
– System operators responsible for access, reliability
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Canadian Reliability Oversight Framework

• Reliability oversight in most parts of 
Canada will thus involve three types of 
entities
– NERC and associated regional entity (RE)
– Regulator, backed by government and 

legislation
– System operator (or equivalent) with statutory 

responsibilities for reliability
• The specific responsibilities will vary by 

province.
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Current role for OEB is quite limited

• IESO has statutory authority to oversee 
operational reliability in Ontario

• OEB’s statutory role related to operational 
reliability:
– To approve IESO’s budget (including 

provisions for NERC/NPCC funding)
– To review appeals of significant IESO 

sanctions of violations of (market rules and) 
reliability standards (“regulatory backstop”)
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But it may be expanded

• FERC’s involvement in standards 
development/review and enforcement has 
changed the game for everyone.

• Strong stakeholder support for an Ontario-
based regulatory backstop:
– OEB ability to remand an ERO standard
– Would parallel our responsibilities to revoke 

IESO market rules
– Both envisage that stakeholders would 

participate in industry processes first.
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OEB remains involved in international reliability

• Through a variety of committees
– NERC Stakeholders Committee (2005)
– NERC Planning Committee
– CAMPUT subcommittee on Electric Reliability
– Bilateral Electric Reliability Oversight Group

• MOU with NERC
• Trilateral meetings (with FERC, Mexico)
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OEB and the FERC

• FERC brings new resources and 
perspective to the electric reliability issue.
– Office of Electric Reliability and Office of 

Enforcement
– Public interest perspective

• Can work together to guide NERC on 
matters of mutual interest e.g., NERC-
regulator coordination.
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What about OEB and NPCC?

• NPCC remains a vital partner in the 
Ontario reliability framework both from an 
operational/enforcement and planning 
perspective

• OEB not yet ready to join NPCC 
• OEB will continue to monitor and 

participate with NPCC in the development 
of the international reliability framework


